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Prometheus Energy Company is a vertically integrated LNG production and Supply Company which specializes in utilizing waste and stranded gas resources

Key Facts

- Founded 2003
- 60 Employees
- Publicly listed on London Stock Exchange (PEC)

🌟 = Prometheus Office
Prometheus distributed LNG production model places LNG sources close to end users.
The Bowerman Landfill is currently flaring enough waste gas to produce 40,000 gallons of LNG per day.
Through a competitive bid process Prometheus was awarded the right to build, own and operate a LFG-to-LNG project at the Kiefer Road Landfill in Sacramento County.
A portion of the expected 12,000 LNG gallons produced on a daily basis at the future site will fuel the 105 county LNG refuse haulers that make daily trips to the site.
Prometheus has contracted two gas sources in the Central Valley for the production of LNG.
Central Valley LNG Projects

One of the two 5,000 gallon per day systems to be re-deployed is shown here installed in Stockton, CA.
Central Valley LNG Projects

The second 5,000 gpd system is shown here in Prometheus’ Seattle warehouse facility.
The two 5,000 gpd systems will be operated in parallel at one site.
Prometheus’ HPDI LNG powered tractor produces 20% less GHG’s than comparable model year diesel trucks
Prometheus is assisting SSA Marine in converting yard hostlers from diesel to clean burning LNG at the Port of Long Beach.
More and more reliable LNG sources are going to be needed to feed the growing demand for clean transportation fuels in California.